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Cold as ica: Snow whips around campus on Tuesday night, causing the cancellation of classes on Wednesday. The cancellation was announced shortly after 6 p.m. Tuesday.

It's not near, it's here
GV hit by 16 inches of snow in campus-closing blizzard
By Anya Zentmeyer and
Molly Waite
GVL Staff

Courtesy photo /facebook

Courtesy photo / foursquare.com

Mobile app
opens doors to
marketing deals

ome are calling it the Ground
hog Day Blizzard and some
are calling it Snowpocalypse, but there is one thing about
this week’s blizzard that students at
Grand Valley State University can
all agree on.
“Contrary to popular belief, the
irritating weather is no longer an
irritant,” said senior econonomics
major Chelsea Mandel.
Mandel and her roommates
dragged groceries home Wednes
day morning in plastic sleds over
the snowy terrain that blanketed the
streets and sidewalks after almost
a foot fell over West Michigan and
surrounding areas.
Courtesy photo / noaa.gov
A local report by Storm Team 8 View from space: A satellite view of the winter snow storm that blanketed the U.S.
said a grand total of 16 inches fell
vice president of university relaing Grand Valley State University
in Allendale by I p.m. Wednesday,
tions, said is the first full-day closhas seen since 2004.
resulting in what Matt McLogan,

S

“We close for classes when it
is unsafe for faculty and commut
ing students to transit between thenhomes and our campuses, if we can
not keep up with plowing the park
ing lots on campus or if governmen
tal authorities close roads or issue
advisories telling citizens to stay at
home,” he said. “Of course, the uni
versity itself remains open to those
living and dining on campus.”
McLogan said unlike K-12 pub
lic school districts, universities do
not have a state mandate for num
ber of days allowed for snow days
due to the nature of class work and
learning environments.
“When students miss a class
at Grand Valley, the work - or the
examination, if scheduled for that
day - must still be completed,” he
said. “For that reason, we close only
when it is absolutely necessary to do
so”
The process for declaring a snow

See Snowpocalypse, A2

By Eric Higgins
GVL Intern

As the demand for
social media continues
to grow, Grand Valley
State
University
is
implementing one more
social networking site:
Foursquare.
Foursquare
allows
people to share their
locations with friends. POORTVLIET
Along with sharing their
current location, deals
sometimes appear when a person checks into
certain locations.
Dave Poortvliet, a web manager for
Institutional Marketing, said GVSU decided
to implement Foursquare because of the
university’s success with other social media.
“We had really good success in connecting
with students through other social media like
Twitter and Facebook, and location-based
services like Foursquare just seemed like the
next logical step,” he said. “We also saw a lot
of faculty, staff and students were starting to
use Foursquare.”
According to a Foursquare press release,
the GVSU Foursquare page will help
students, alumni, faculty, staff and visitors
share information about classes, activities and

See Foursquare, A2
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GV celebrates 50th Annual Ball
By Lauren Ringger
GVL Staff Writer

rand Valley State Uni
versity’s Student Sen
ate invites students,
faculty and alumni to
dance and celebrate at the 25th
annual Presidents’ Ball Friday.
The President's Ball will
also honor GVSU’s 50th An
niversary this year. A Golden
Gala will provide a time to re
flect upon the past 50 years of
GVSU’s accomplishments and
success.
“I am very excited for this
year’s Presidents’ Ball, and I
encourage all students, faculty,
staff and alumni to attend the
event,” said junior Ali Zimmer,
chair of Presidents' Ball 2011.
“The 50th Anniversary has
been a year long celebration,
and Presidents' Ball will play a
huge role in the commemora
tion of the university.”

G

dine,

Student senate
sets budgets for
next fiscal year
By Eric Higgins
GVL Intern

GVL Archive

Golden Gala: GVSU students dance at a past President's Ball in the DeVos
Center. Tickets are still on sale for the dance being held this Friday.

The event will be held at the
Amway Grand Plaza Hotel and
the DeVos Place in downtown
Grand Rapids. Cocktails begin
at 5:30 p.m. followed by din
ner from 6:30-8:30 p.m. Then,
dinner guests can travel across
the skywalk to join the rest of
the attendees at the dance. The

dance will take place from 8:30
p.m. to 12:30 ajn. in the DeVos
Place.
Tickets for the event are be
ing sold at the 20/20 desk at $30
for the dinner and dance and
$ 10 for the dance alone. Tickets
will not be sold at the event.

See President's Ball, A2

The Student Senate at
Grand Valley State Uni
versity is working to final
ize its budget for the 2011 2012 academic year.
The Student Senate,
TIERNEY
which draws from the
university’s Student Life
Fund, proposed a budget in a meeting last
Thursday. Student Senate President Jamett
Martus said GVSU administrators are rarely
involved in determining how that money is
spent.
“They pretty much entrust the whole pro
cess to us and as long as we don’t do anything
drastic they don’t really step into the process,”

See Budget, A2
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Continued
Snowpocalypse
continued from page A1

day is a lengthy one, said Ken Stanton,
GVSU grounds supervisor. Stanton said
the storm was the worst he had seen in
14 winters at GVSU.
“The decision is made through dis
cussion with the vice president of Facili
ties, the executive officers of the univer
sity and the provost,” he said. “There are
phone calls and e-mails that go back and
forth. When the decision is made, we
follow the closure policy. We have to
notify the media and get the word out to
everybody. There are a bunch of differ
ent steps that we go through.”
GVSU Police Department’s website
on emergency closing policy states that
in evaluating whether to close the uni
versity down, officials evaluate a set
of criteria including the ability of the
university’s road crews to keep campus
roads and parking lots cleared, the con
ditions of primary and secondary roads

Foursquare
continued from page A1

other campus events.
Like Facebook and Twitter,
Foursquare has an online site
and a mobile app, available for
the iPhone, Android, Blackber
ry, Palm and Ovi. Foursquare
has a points system for people
who actively use the app, and
users can earn badges. If the
user checks in to a place enough
times, the user can become the
mayor of the location.
Currently, hundreds of loca
tions show up on FoursSuare at
GVSU. Poortvliet said a person
can check into specific rooms or
places inside a building as well.
“So you can not only check
into the building, but check into

in the area and weather reports regard
ing the track of the storm and other con
ditions.
During closures, food service build
ings, Facilities Services and the Depart
ment of Public Safety remain open.
Tim Thimmesch, assistant vice pres
ident of Facilities Services, said prepara
tions for the storm started Monday and
continued through Tuesday. University
faculty planned ahead and scheduled the
grounds and call-in snow removal staff
of maintenance and custodial personnel
for the extra work.
“Contractors were lined up to assist
in some of the larger residence lots,” he
said. “We rented two additional loaders
to assist with snow removal. All sup
plies - fuel, ice melt, salt, sand - were
topped oft' in preparation for a laige
storm.”
Thimmesch said facilities services
staff worked through the night on the Al
lendale Campus Tuesday with full staff
ing and snow removal beginning at 3 a.m.

students.”
There are week-long happy
hour promotions planned for
Foursquare users that check in
at Fuel, River Landing, Lobby
Shop, Wire and Plaza Cafe. The
promotion will run from 2 to 4
pjn. on set days, and a similar
promotion for C3 Express shops
will run from 6 to 8 p.m.
Carmer said sites like FourSquare are a good way to com
municate with students.
“One thing that’s nice about
not only Foursquare but social
media as a whole is it gives us
the opportunity to very quickly
communicate to our audience
what things that we’re doing, so
that’s a really good avenue for
us,” she said

the exact restaurant or even
room,” he said.
Poortvliet is working with
Campus Dining to bring specials
and savings to students who
check into restaurants around
campus. Molly Carmer, associ
ate marketing manager for Cam
pus Dining, said the number of
restaurants on campus that will
use Foursquare will depend on
the number of students that will
use the service.
“If it takes off and we get a
lot of participants out there, I
mean we will definitely con
tinue to use it,” she said. “If it
is something where we don't
really get any participation with
it, then you know we’ll keep
looking for more popular av
enues to communicate with the

f
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morning.
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staff
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before cleanup
students
from
this storm
were em
ployed for
is completed/7
Wednesday
-Tim Thimmesch
to
gamer
Assistant VP of
faster
re
sults.
Facilities Services
“While
most people are able to remain at home
and wait for the storm to subside and
snow removal to occur, our grounds,
custodial and maintenance staff make
every effort to get into the university
to maintain service to our students and
facilities,” Thimmesch said. “Several
days - depending on additional snow or
blowing snow - will be required before
cleanup from this storm is completed.”
Safety is the university’s first prior
ity, which makes snow removal after a
large storm an all-hands-on-deck situa

President's Ball
continued from page A1

“Ticket sales are going
quickly, so it is encouraged
that individuals that plan on
attending the event purchase
tickets as soon as possible,”
Zimmer said.
This year’s event will
be larger than years past to
accommodate the growing
number of students and to
motivate alumni to return
and celebrate the occasion.
Zimmer said between the two
venues, event coordinators
anticipate
about
4,500
guests.
During
the
dinner
event,
three
individuals
will be recognized for their
outstanding achievements.
Tim Selgo will receive the
Presidential Award, Dorothy
Johnson will accept the
Distinguished
Individual
Award and Danielle DeMuth
will collect the Student Award
for Faculty Excellence.
The dinner program
will feature performances
by Euphoria, a GVSU co
ed acapella group, and
Momentum, a GVSU dance
group. Zimmer said both
Euphoria and Momentum
have
prepared
several

news® lanthorn rorn
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Budget
continued from page A1

he said.
The Student Senate will allo
cate $ 1 million for the year.
“It is an allocation from the
Board of Trustees,” said Alyssa
Tierney, vice-president of Fi
nance for the Student Senate.
“The Student Life Fund was
given to the Student Senate to
allocate to student organizations
for the purpose of on campus
programming.”
The Student Senate consid
ers the size of the student orga
nization council and the amount
of money left over from the
previous year when they give
money to an organization.
Tierney said sports will re
ceive $358,000, a 2.3 percent
increase.
UfNVBtSfTYbookstore

lJ BS
www.ubs.gvsu.edu
SHOP ONLINE
ANYTIME!

LEIGHTON MEESTER MINKA KELLY CAM

UMIYIBSITYbookstore

www.ubv9wsu.Ndu

musical pieces to help
celebrate GVSU’s history. DJ
Mark Witz, a former GVSU
student, will return for the
dance, and student Brendan
Craft will perform an original
song, “Go GV”, which
commemorates
GVSU’s
anniversary.
“All of the upperclassmen
that went in years past said
it was a lot of fun, and I’m
really excited for the DJ
and all the dancing,” said
freshman Krystin Langerak.
A special addition this year
is the “1960 Room,” which
will be located upstairs in the
DeVos Place and will include
refreshments, a cash bar and
a jazz band. Guests can also
look forward to the expansion
of the ‘Time Warp,” located
in the lobby area of the dance
floor. The ‘Time Warp” will
feature seating, refreshments,
cash bars, two shutter booth
stations and a candy bar.
“I had quite a few friends
who attended last year, and
they told me how much fun
they had,” said sophomore
Ally Stephens. “I felt like I
missed out on a great time.
I am excited for this year. I
love getting dressed up and
spending time with friends.”

IrinRger@ lanthorn jcom
“The rising fees we have
because facilities are costing
more to be used for practices
and games, and coaching fees
are rising, and there’s also an es
timated six new groups that are
going to be joining the sports,”
she said.
The budget provides no al
lotment for game entry fees, al
though there is a proposition to
charge $3 if any team makes the
championship game.
In the past, Student Senate
has been asked to fund tickets
for teams that made the champi
onship game. If Athletics asked
Student Senate for funds, the
money would come out of the
Reserve Fund,an $86,500 allot
ment that pays for programming
outside the fixed budget.
Funding for Greek Life and
campus traditions were also in
creased. Senator Logan Brenk
said the cultural budget for the
year will be $75000, a 15 per
cent decrease from the previ
ous year due to leftover funds
from last year, loss of organi
zations and the lack of funding
requests.
Student Senate will hold a
vote on the budget on Feb. 10 at
4:30 p.m. in Room 2204 in the
Kirkhof Center.
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1
The Vagina Monologues'
tickets now on sale
The Women's Center at
Grand Valley State University
will produce Eve Ensler's
"The Vagina Monologues"
on Feb. 11 and 12. Tickets
for the performances are
now available at the 20/20
Desk in Kirkhof Center and
through Star Tickets Plus at
www.starticketsplus.com or
(800) 585-3737. Admission is
$10 for students and $20 for
non-students.
Performances are set
for 7 p.m. Feb. 11 -12 at the
Fieldhouse.
Ensler's widely acclaimed
play has been performed
at GVSU for the past
nine years. Its message
of ending violence has
reached more than 9,000
audience members and
the production has raised
more than $90,000 for local,
national and international
anti-violence initiatives.
This year, GVSU hopes to
raise $10,000 from the
productions. Proceeds from
this year's event will benefit
local organizations and
Women of Haiti, the V-Day
designated initiative that
focuses on women and
girls of Haiti who have been
victims of violence.
For more information,
contact Patricia
Bogard, publicity chair,
at 773-891-6410 or
bogardp@mail.gvsu.edu.

news@ lanthorn £om

Experienced Attorney
3 IVfiles from Campus
1

BRIEFS!

tion, Stanton said.
“There are concerns about people be
ing able to drive to campus, being able
walk to classes and between buildings,
so that’s why we spend a lot of time
cleaning the sidewalks up and trying to
keep it down to the bare pavement,” he
said. “We want to minimize personal
injury, accidents like slipping and falls,
things like that. We try to prevent these
sorts of things as best we can. When you
have bare sidewalks in January and Feb
ruary, that’s a pretty aggressive snow re
moval effort... there are times like there
when you can’t get it perfect, or it takes
a couple of days to get campus back into
shape, but we try to do a good job. We’ll
be up and running soon.”
Most of West Michigan was held cap
tive in their homes and neighborhoods
by the snowstorm, but students like
Mandel did not seem to mind much.
“I was trapped in a house with all my
friends,” she said. “It was great.”

Receptionists
CARIAN WHITE
ANGILEENA GIBSON

2
Fieldhouse thefts under
investigation

> •
GVSU police are
investigating a series of
larcenies that have occured
over the past two weeks in
the men's locker room of the
Fieldhouse.
The most recent theft
occured on Tuesday. Items
stolen include laptop
computers, iPods and
clothing. In most incidents
the items were either left
unsecured or unattended.
Anyone with information is
asked to call the Department
of Public Safety at 616-331 3255.

3

Suicide suspected in
Country Place death

A 20-year-old male Grand
Valley State University
student died at Country
Place Apartments on
Friday night. Although
the investigation remains
open, police said they are
confident the death was a
suicide and do not suspect
any foul play. The Ottawa
County Police Department
- currently handling the
case because the death
did not occur on campus
- believe the death took
place at about 10 p.m.
GVSU is not releasing the
student's name or other
details out of concern for
the privacy of the student's
family. The university has
notified individual faculty
members who currently had
this student in class and is
making counseling services
available to anyone who
needs it. The Counseling
Center can be reached at
616-331-3266.

The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is published under the
authorization of the GVSU
Newspaper Advisory Board

Corrections
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the
most accurate news possible
If we make a mistake, we want to make
it right If you find any errors in fact in the
Lanthorn, let us know by calling
(616) 331 2464 or by e-maikng
editonai^ianthom com
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

I'm watching you...
While social media sites like Facebook and
Twitter have a definite and widespread
impact on today s society, users should still
take caution in the manner in which they use
such sites.
Between e-mail, text messaging, instant messaging, Skype,
Facebook, Twitter, MySpace and a plain old phone call, the way in
which we communicate with one another is vastly different and more
intricate than it was 10 to 15 years ago.
Speaking specifically of social media sites like Facebook and Twitter,
these methods of communication have changed the landscape of society
itself.
Take Egypt for example: the world looks on as the citizens of Tunisia
overthrow their oppressive government. News of the revolt spreads
quickly through cable news, YouTube, Facebook and Twitter, and
Egyptians, who live under an oppressive regime of their own, decide to
break out of the spell of fear and organize a revolt of their own, through
Facebook and Twitter.
Although the Egyptian government shut down Internet and text
messaging services in an effort to prevent protesters from organizing,
word still spread, and Egypt’s own “March of Millions” in Tahrir
Square, which defied a curfew ordinance in place for Tuesday, was the
final straw that pushed Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak to announce
his intention not to seek another term in September.
Although Wednesday saw the peaceful protest turn to violent chaos
when pro-Mubarak protesters stormed the Square, the Egyptian events
have still served as an example of what can be accomplished when
social media is used effectively.
But a new site, Foursquare, is taking the social media phenomenon
too far. Foursquare connects its users’ phones to its website through a
phone application that allows them to “check in” at various locations
via GPS, which means a user’s Foursquare friends would instantly be
aware of where he or she is after checking in. Users can earn points and
badges for checking in at various locations. Users can also leave tips
for certain places and become the “mayor” of a location by checking in
more than anyone else. Foursquare accounts can also link to existing
Facebook and Twitter accounts.
Here’s how it’s supposed to work: John Smith goes to the Kirkhof
Center every day around the same time and makes sure to check in
whenever he does. One day, he notices that Jane Doe is in the area, and
they meet up to have dinner at River Landing. John Smith sees a tip
that someone left saying that people can’t get fruit cups as a side item
(although they should) and decides to get a vegetable cup instead. They
enjoy a wonderful college meal.
Here’s how it actually works: John Smith goes to the Kirkhof Center
every day around the same time and makes sure to check in whenever
he does. One day, Robin Banks, who he doesn’t know but friended a
week ago for no reason and without giving it a second thought notices a
pattern and says to himself, “Hey, John is in Kirkhof right now. I should
go ransack his apartment and see what I can find!” After a wonderful
college meal with Jane Doe, John Smith returns to his Kistler Living
Center unit to find clothes all over the floor, posters ripped from the
walls and his laptop, television and stereo system missing.
And here’s how it’ll turn tragic: Jane Doe, who lives downtown,
checks in while waiting at the bus stop after a wonderful college meal
with John Smith. Meanwhile, Dusty McRapeFace sees that she is on her
way home and decides to wait for her at her stop. She gets off the bus
and ... well, you know the rest of the story.
Social media sites definitely have their place in today’s society, but
bear in mind that whenever you put personal information, pictures,
hobbies, favorite places and GPS locations out there, there is always
someone watching.
The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University
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YOUR INSIGHTS

Are social media sites like Foursquare
and Facebook becoming too personal?

"People post all
the time about
every aspect of
their personal lives.
There is so much
information about
any individual."

"Because of social
media there is less
face-to-face contact
with people. I think
younger generations
use it too much.
Anybody has access
to your personal
information, but
at the same time,
its puts people
in contact that
might have never
communicated
before."

"They are as
personal as you
make them."

"First off, I'm
not a member of
any social media
network. What I
understand is that
these sites have
privacy settings
you are allowed to
control. If you are
aware of those,
then you shouldn't
be concerned."

Katie Richcreek
Freshman
Spanish
Watervliet, Mich.

Thomas Ewing
Junior
Psychology
South Haven, Mich.

Phillip Barkel
Junior
Economics
Zeeland, Mich.

Corey Bennett
Sophmore
Computer Science
Indianapolis, Ind.

"It's definitely
getting more
personal in a way
that you kind of
find out where
people are, and
you can usually see
pictures and the
people they hang
out with. You can
learn a lot about
somebody without
actually meeting
them."
Lauren
McCullouch
Sophmore
Chemistry
Royal Oak, Mich.
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Last Laker Standing will provide lots of
laughs, if you're into that kind of thing

TumiUMniiina
Dear bored Grand
Valley State University
student,
I know you do not
have anything to do next
Friday night, and I wish
I had a suggestion for
you. 1 wish that there was
something, somewhere
that could be fun, free
entertainment for any
GVSU student looking
for a good time.
Unfortunately, the
only thing going on that
night is GVSU’s Last
Laker Standing, which is
too bad because, unless
you like watching your
classmates telling really
funny jokes, most of your
friends are already going.
I understand that
stand-up comedy isn’t
for everyone. In fact, it

certainly is not for you,
because you don’t have a
sense of humor.
Don’t worry, I
know you can be a fun
person. Twiddling your
thumbs is always a good
time and relentlessly
tweeting about your
sleeping cat can be
hours of uninterrupted
amusement, but knowing
what is funny and what is
not just isn’t one of your
strong suits.
That is why Last
Laker Standing is not
the venue for you. Only
the cream of the crop of
GVSU compete, which
is saying something,
considering that
Allendale has quite a lot
of crop.
Stand-up comedy is
not easy, either. It’s more
than standing in front of
a group of people and
telling funny stories.
It takes a precise and
calculated sense of timing
and a unshakable and

unfortunate oiganization
that put this event on,
attract some of the
brightest, freshest,
and funniest stand-up
comedians from across
the country. But why?
No one enjoys humor
these days.
It’s such a tragedy
that so many people will
be wasting their $0 next
Friday to sit in the Grand
River Room, cheering
on their friends and peers
in a competition that is
truly unlike any other on
campus. They may even
bring vuvuzelas.
You know better than
that.
So if I were you,
a jaded student with
nothing to do on a Friday
night, I would skip out on
this experience. You have
nothing to lose, except
quality alone time.
Love,
Chris Slattery

surefire confidence in the
material created for the
allotted time. Last Laker
Standing has tenfold the
pressure of delivering
a standard speech in
class, without the use
of a handy PowerPoint
presentation to read
directly off of. The point
is to keep the audience’s
attention for as long as
possible and make them
laugh regularly, rather
than spout out Wikipediaplagiarized facts hardly
strung together by weak
transitions to a group
of people who want
to be there as much as
you do. The biggest
difference, though, is the
opportunity to win prizes
at the end, instead of
getting a B-minus for not
formatting the visual aid
properly.
I know the excitement
of that doesn’t intrigue
you. Why should it?
Spotlight Productions,
who have been the

cslattery@ lanthom rant

U.S. not a beacon of freedom for Egypt

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
I .anthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.
The Grand Valley Lanthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.
letters appear as space permits each

•♦
9.1

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

My view of the
United States as perennial
good guys was shaken
this week as thousands
of Egyptian protesters
moved into the streets to
oust their dictatorship of
almost 30 years.
Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak has long
been an important ally
of the US. in the Middle
East. He has cracked
down on terrorists and AlQaeda in his country and
even sent his army to fight
alongside ours in the 1991
Gulf War. While Muharak
has been friendly to our
country, his reputation

among Egyptians is
less than stellar. He has
imposed martial (military)
law since 1981, denied
basic rights to his people
and often wins 99 percent
of the vote in rigged
elections, among other
questionable activities.
Though Mubarak
has proven himself an
important ally in the
region, how can the U.S.
expect to win the hearts
and minds of those in the
Middle East when we
lavish nearly $2 billion in
military aid, according to
Reuters, to prop up this
illegitimate regime?
When protesters go
into the streets, they are
greeted with tear gas
from canisters that read
“made in US.A.” while
American MI Abrams

its citizens are. America
should use its aid money
to promote democracy
and human rights, not to
undermine that which we
stand for simply for the
sake of stability. Linking
foreign aid with free
and democratic societies
will pressure countries
like Egypt and Sudan to
change their ways for the
better because it will be in
their own self interest.
In addition, the US.
would be seen as helping
only countries that support
our ideals of freedom and
democratic governance
instead of being seen
as we are now, helping
countries who support our
interests regardless of their
governmental problems.

tanks roll through the
streets and F-16 fighter
jets circle above them.
How could they possibly
look favorably upon the
United States? And how
can we claim to be a
beacon of freedom to the
world when a dictator is
using the stuff we give
him to suppress his own
people?
The Daily Show’s
Jon Stewart suggested
printing “Made in China’’
on our tear gas from now
on, but a better way to
improve our standing
is to stop supporting
rulers who are in power
undemocratically.
I suggest that all
foreign and military aid
should be contingent
on how democratic a
country is and how free
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President Haas holds virtual office hours
Haas, team of advisers field student comments, concerns during online question-and-answer session Tuesday
By Emanuel Johnson

//

GVL Editor in Chief

...We take the time to answer
(questions) even if they were
answered in previous sessions. This

When Grand Valley State
University President Thomas
J. Haas sat down in the
lower level of the Zumberge
Library Tuesday to hold his
virtual office hours, he said
he had already expected to
see questions about whether
or not classes would run
Wednesday in light of
the pending snow storm
that barreled toward West
Michigan.
He didn’t have to wait long
— the very first question he
answered read, “Will classes
be held tonight as usual?”
This was one of several
questions Haas answered
during the hour-and-a-half
long session. Almost 180
students, faculty and staff
at GVSU logged on to ask
70 questions, 47 of which
the president was able to
answer.
Ben Rapin, a Web manager
in
GVSU
Institutional
Marketing,
monitored
statistics during the session
and said it was one of the
most active to date.
“We got probably 50 more
people than normal,” he said.
“They continually increase
in numbers - we keep seeing
them go up every semester.”
As for the questions
themselves, they varied in
topic. Some questioned what
the university would do with
the results of the myGVSU
survey,
which
became
active on the same day, and
others wanted to know how
Haas felt about Michigan
Gov. Rick Snyder’s new
appointees to the GVSU
Board of Trustees.
While there were some
questions that were of a more
personal nature, Haas said

is a new session with new students
and new faculty, and so we answer
them again/7
-Thomas J. Haas
GVSU President
he didn’t come across any
questions that surprised him
or brought up any issues of
which he was unaware.
“There were a good
number of questions from
the nontraditional students,”
he said. “We did anticipate
the questions about the
snowstorm, but there wasn’t
anything that was really
extraordinary or difficult.
We create an atmosphere
to communicate with the
president, and we’re really
pleased with the results of
this.”
To help answer some
of
the
more
personal
questions, Haas had a team
of 11 advisers from across
GVSU help conduct the
office hours. These advisers
included Jarrett Martus, the
president of the Student
Senate; Neil Rogness, a
Statistics professor; Jeanne
Arnold, the vice president
of Inclusion and Equity;
Betsey Meier, a graduate
assistant in Inclusion and
Equity; Rachel Siglow, Haas’
assistant; Mary Eilleen Lyon,
the assistant vice president
of News and Information;
Jeff Musser, the assistant
vice president of University
Budgets; John Jellema, an
associate vice president of the

Provost Office; Tom Butcher,
university
council;
Dan
Slaughter, a Web developer
in Institutional Marketing;
and Rapin.
Haas asked for everyone’s
input before he submitted
an answer to a question. He
said he keeps these advisers
to deliver the most accurate
information
to
students
during his sessions.
Along
with
personal
questions were also repeat
questions. Some students
questioned whether or not
GVSU would make efforts
to make parking easier on
the Allendale Campus while
others wanted to know more
about
GVSU’s
weather
policy.
Haas said although such
questions have come up
in past sessions, it is still
important to answer them for
today’s students and faculty.
“We’ve done this now for
five years, and sometimes
there’s questions that come up
each time,” he said. “But we
take the time to answer them
even if they were answered
in previous sessions. This
is a new session with new
students and new faculty, and
so we answer them again.”
Although he could not
answer all 70 questions

within the allotted time, Haas
said he will make efforts to
address student concerns
offline.
“We hold these virtual
office hours with the attempt
to create better access to a
university that has grown
with multiple locations,”
he said. “This provides
an opportunity to answer
questions of a personal nature
and very important issues
that the students and faculty
have and want to hear from
me about, and it provides me
the opportunity to respond in
real time.”
To view a full transcript
of the president’s chat
with students and faculty,
go
to
www.gvsu.edu/
virtualoficehours, sign in
with your network id and
click “Logs.”

editorial@lanthorn.com
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Saturday

Thursday:

6 pjn~ M. Basketball at

1 pjruM Basketball at Lake

Saginaw Valley

Superior State

8 pjnjW Basketball at

1 pjtuW. Tennis at Indianapolis

Saginaw Valley

4 pjtu Dll M. Ice Hockey at
Michigan

Friday:

5 pmuM. Tennis at Indianapolis

3 pjnj Mm Track and Field at

Sunday:

Saginaw Valley
6 pjn^W. Tennis vs. Bellarmine

Kentucky in Indianapolis, Ind.

in Indianapolis, Ind.

Greg Monahan, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com

8 ajnj M. Tennis vs. Northern

8 pjnj Dll M. Ice Hockey vs.

9 ajnj W. Tennis vs. Northern
Kentucky in Indianapolis, Ind.

Michigan

CLEATS TO SNEAKS
Kristen Eible
By Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor

i
$

When Kristen Eible gradu
ates from Grand Valley State
University in December, she
leave the school with much
more than just an educat ion. On
top of a degree, Eible will leave
GVSU with two Division II
National Championships, mul
tiple All-GLIAC honors, and
more than 100 games played at
the collegiate level - in two dif
ferent sports.
Eible, a four-year starter
on the GVSU women’s soccer
team, hung up her cleats after
the team’s second consecutive
national title in December and
traded them in for basketball
sneakers.
“My decision (to play
GVSU basketball) came as
soon as soccer ended,” Eible
said. “Especially since it’s my
senior year, I realized that this
is it and I’m never going to be
able to play again. 1 didn’t want
to stop, and I was lucky enough
to have the opportunity to con
tinue my collegiate athletic ex
perience, and there was no way
I could pass it up.”
Before Eible stepped a foot
in Allendale, she was already
a head coach’s dream. In high
school she was a four-year var
sity athlete in both basketball
and soccer, first-team all state
in both and the DeWitt High
School soccer team’s all-time
goal scoring leader.
She was the Lansing State
Journal’s Women’s Soccer
Player of the Year in 2007, and
named to the State Journal’s
Dream Team in basketball and
soccer in 2006. She is also a
NFL Punt, Pass & Kick Na
tional Champion, and two-time
national finalist.
Since coming to GVSU,
Eible’s success has continued.
She’s been a First Team AllGLIAC selection in each of her
four years as a Laker and was
part of a senior class that had
an 87-3-7 overall record, four
conference titles, and the two
National Championships.
“She’s got tremendous char
acter, she’s got a very tough
mentality, she’s a competitor
and she wants to win,” said

Area high school
football programs
recognized at
State Capitol

GVSU head women’s basket
ball coach Janel Burgess. “It
doesn’t matter what she has to
do, in order to do that, she’ll do
it.”
Burgess said she was im
pressed with Eible’s transition
to the hard court, especially
considering it has been more
than four years since she’s
played competitive basketball.
“She’s dribbling now with
her hands instead of her feet,”
Burgess said. “But being able
to get into the flow of play
ing basketball didn’t take her
long.”
After finishing the soc
cer season in early December,
Eible almost immediately start
ed practicing with the women’s
basketball team. In addition
to her athletic obligations, the
education student also stu
dent teaches at Allendale High
School.
“It’s definitely hard,” she
said. “It’s always a busy day
with early mornings, but I’ve
had a lot of help from the
coaches, the College of Educa
tion, and (GVSU Director of
Laker Advising) Damon (Ar
nold).”
GVSU head coach Dave
Dilanni, Eible’s coach for all
four years on the soccer team,
said he could not imagine hav
ing as much as Eible has on her
plate as a college student.
“What she is doing right
now is unbelievable,” Dilanni
said. “The mental strength to
be able to continue and play an
other season is something be
cause most players would take
a break in a heartbeat.”
Eible is one of the first ath-/
letes to play varsity soccer and
basketball in the same season in
GVSU history.
“Her willingness to want
to help the basketball team j
in any way she can, knowing i
she hasn’t played basketball in j
four years, shows what kind of *
teammate she is,” Dilanni said.
“I think Kristin Eible is a win
ner, and she can only help that
team.”
After finishing up the bas
ketball season this spring and
enrolling in another round of
student teaching in the fall,
Eible will graduate in Decem
ber. She said she is enjoying the
combination of a relentless ath

letic and academic schedule.
“I’m definitely learning a lot
every day in both practices and
games and trying to get a feel
for being part of this team,” she
said. “It’s nice because there’s
so many people here helping
me out, and they’re my support
system. I know it’ll all work
out, and I’m very excited about
this semester.”

Michigan State
Senator Dave
Hildenbrand
(R-Lowell) honored
both the Grand
Rapids Catholic
Central and Grand
Rapids West Catholic
high school football

sports@Umlhorn jcom

programs this
Tuesday on the state
floor.
Both high schools
appeared at Ford
Field in November
over Thanksgiving to
play in the Michigan
High School Athletic
Association's state
finals in football.
West Catholic beat
Olivet, 42-26, to claim
the Division 5 State
Championship, while
Catholic Central won
the Division 3 State
Championship after
beating Williamston

. Archive/Andrew Mills
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Dud threat: Senior midfielder <
Kristen Eible kicks the ball^H
upfrield during a passed game. ‘
Eible is also a member of the "J

The Grand Valley
State University
Division III men's
hockey team went 1 -1
in a weekend series
against Colorado
University this
weekend, losing 3-2
on Friday night but
coming back on Sunday
morning for a 5-4 win.
Friday's game saw
Colorado goalie Alex
Pomerleau make 34
stops on 36 shots to
steal a win for the
Buffaloes, who were
out-shot 36-26.
The Lakers directed
even more shots at
Pomerleau on Sunday
and were able to solve
him, scoring five times
on 46 shots. GVSU
goalie Scott Tiefenthal
made 16 saves on just
20 shots for his sixth

27-23.
It was the first

win on the season.
Sunday's win improved
the Lakers record to 12-

time in history that
both Grand

11-0-1.

Rapids schools won
their respective
championships in the
same year.
Senator
Hildenbrand is
a graduate of

\

Divison III hockey
splits two onegoal games
against Colorado

Freshman forward
Evan Olds had two
goals for GVSU in
Sunday's game, and
sophomore Ryan Luke
chipped in two assists.
The Lakers will
be back at it again
this weekend with a
home-and-home series
against Northwood
University. Friday's
game is on the road at
8 p.m., and the Lakers
will return home for

Lowell High School
and Michigan

another 8 p.m. puck
drop on Saturday

State University.
He previously
spent time in the
Michigan House
of Representatives
before being elected
to his post in the

evening at home at
Georgetown Ice Arena.

Senate.

GVSU women's basketball team

Injuries force major changes to men's basketball lineup
By Brady Fredricksen
GW. Staff Writer
Injuries are an element of sports that
every team must overcome. From con
tact to non-contact sports, teams face
injuries throughout the regular-season
grind.
That injury bug has wiggled its way
into the Grand Valley State University
men’s basketball team, making its pres
ence known in the last month.
After staying healthy for most of the
regular season, the setbacks have come
in bunches as the Lakers have lost junior
center Nick Waddell to a knee injury
suffered in practice on Jan. 18.
Waddell, who played a minimal

Inactive Lakers

role in his one game after the injury, sat
out Saturday’s 131 Showdown against
Ferris State University. According to
GVSU head coach Ric Wesley, the ju
nior will try to play through the injury
for the rest of this season before looking
into offseason suigery.
It wasn't just Waddell’s injury that
had an impact on the Lakers 79-72 over
time loss in the 131. Junior guard Alvin
Storrs - the team’s top defender and
emotional leader - suffered a concussion
only four minutes into the game and did
not return to action.
Meanwhile, senior guard K’Len
Morris played only eight minutes before
injuring his knee in a freak fall at mid
court.
Storrs and Waddell are expected to
return this season, but the outlook on
Morris, who has encountered several

knee and shoulder injuries in his time at
GVSU, is in a wait-and-see stage.
With five Lakers - Storrs, Waddell,
Morris and walk-ons Josh Robertson
and David Fox - currently injured, head
coach Ric Wesley will have to shuffle
his rotation in the middle of the confer
ence season.
“Some of it’ll just be trial, error and
feel. We’ve got some veteran guys,
and we’ll fight through it,” said Wes
ley, whose team has also been without
seniors Mike Przydzial (knee, mono)
and Toreau Brown (academics) all sea
son. “We've had a little bit of a setback
here, but we’ve got to find a way. We’ll
change some things we do, look at dif
ferent rotations and guys are going to
have to step up.”
One of GVSU’s strengths throughout
die season has been its depth. Playing

F

anywhere between nine and ten players
in most games, the strong bench has not
only stepped in for fatigued starters, but
also added to the on-court production.
“We play a lot of guys, and usually
if two guys at the same position (like
Morris and Storrs) get injured, a team
wouldn’t have anything left,” said soph
omore guard Tony Peters, who’s aver
aging 14 minutes per game this season.
“I’m next in line to fill in, so I’ll do my
best to play my part and help the team in
any way I can.”
Increased roles will become a com
mon theme as the team weathers through
the injuries. Along with Peters, starting
center Asauhn Tatum, who plays in a
near time-share with Waddell, will look
to pick up some of the production.
“My mindset before games is to try
to work on being more of an offensive
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presence,” said Tatum, the team’s lead
ing shot-blocker. “Especially with all
these injuries, I just try to do more in
practice so when it’s game time I can try
to make up for some of the stuff the (in
juries) have taken away.”
Going forward, the leakers have
seven games remaining in the regular
season and will debut their revamped
rotation tonight at Saginaw Valley State
University. Despite the injuries, Peters'
says the leakers expect no sympathy
from around the conference.
“1 think the whole team’s mindset is
that no one's going to feel sorry for us,”
he said. “We still have our goals that we
want to reach - and the games are still
going to be played - so we’re going to
have to come together more than any
thing.”
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WRESTLING

GVL Archive

Down and out: Junior Carl Worthy takes an opponent to the floor. Despite undefeated performances from three players, the wrestling team finished third this weekend behind the University of Central Florida and California Baptist University.

Wrestling places third at NCWA National Duals
Mellin, Worthy, Hall go undefeated
at meet in Dalton, Ga.
By Zach Sepanik
GW. Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State University wrestling team
traveled to the National Collegiate Wtestling Association
National Duals Championships in Georgia last weekend
as a No. 4 seed with expectations of winning the meet.
However, the team finished third behind the University
of Central Florida and California BaptistUniversity,
which took home the title. Leading the Lakers, senior
Corey Mellin and juniors Carl Worthy and Robert Hall
each went undefeated.
In its third-place match, GVSU won the final six
matches to roll to a 34-15 victory over the Apprentice
School of Virginia. The Lakers faced an early deficit but
took three pins during this string to rally.
Mellin, a former All-American in the heavyweight
class who went 4-0 at the Duals, said he felt good about
the team’s performance and believes the younger wrestlers
gained valuable experience.
“As a team, there were some spots that we learned
where we need to improve,” he said. “Our young guys had
real close matches against some of the more experienced
guys from other teams. Even though they may have lost.

it was a good learning experience. I was proud of how our
guys went about their business and wrestled.”
Worthy, facing his first competition of the year in the
197-pound weight class at the Duals and finishing 3-0,
said he understands it is a long season and the team has to
continue to focus.
“Individually, each of us has to keep working at
conditioning and working hard,” he said. “We have to
do this because the season isn’t over yet. We just can’t
stop now. Instead, we must realize where we are at and
understand that each meet is just one more team that we
have to beat.”
The Lakers’ third-place finish at the NCWA National
Duals shows them where they stand in comparison to some
of the top teams in the country. As the season progresses
and the team continue to work at practice and duals, the
eventual goal is for a strong performance at the NCWA
Championships.
Hall, GVSU’s points leader after finishing 5-0 at the
Duals in the 165-pound weight class, said he realizes the
importance of this meet and what it means for obtaining
that goal.
“My main goal, just like many guys on the team, is
to place at nationals,” Hall said. “Last year I was pretty
confident that I could be an All-American, but 1 had a
rib injury. Coach always tells us that if you get beat, you
can’t lay down and take it, but have to keep fighting. He
really stresses that. That’s our attitude for every match
and hopefully our hard work pays off.”
Worthy said he realizes what has to be done to win and
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Even though they may have lost, it
was a good learning experience. I was
proud of how our guys went about
their business and wrestled/'
-Corey Mellin
GVSU senior heavyweight

get to the podium at the Championships.
“At this point, if you’re not physically ready, you just
may not ever be ready,” Worthy said. “You have to prepare
yourself mentally and must be mentally tough to perform
at the tourney in March. We have competed against the
top teams who will be there, so it’s a reality check. You
just have to figure out if you want to lay it all out there.”
This weekend, GVSU hosts the Laker Classic on
Saturday, an open meet taking place in the GVSU
Fieldhouse. The team will look to continue to strengthen
and sharpen their skills in preparation for the NCWA
Championships on March 10-12 on the campus of Mercer
University in Macon, Ga.

zsepanik@lanthorn .com

MEN'S LACROSSE

Lakers look to succeed through grueling schedule
Team to battle Trine University
at home in first game of 2017
By Jon Adamy
GVL Staff Writer

While other teams may cringe at the thought of a regular
season that includes playing in one of the toughest con
ferences in the nation and competing against the defend
ing national champions, the Grand Valley State University
men’s lacrosse team welcomes the challenge.
The men’s lacrosse team will face off against the Uni
versity of St. Thomas, the defending back-to-back Divi
sion II MCLA Champions during their upcoming season,
a game the players and coaches are glad to have on their
schedule.
Junior Daniel MacDonell said he is most looking for
ward to games against the defending national champions
from St. Thomas and the cross-town rivalry game against
Davenport University on Feb. 17.
“To be the best, you’ve got to play the best, and we defi
nitely have on our schedule some of the best teams in the
nation,” MacDonell said. “These are the two teams for the
past few years that we’ve fought back and forth against.
These are the games on our schedule that are circled in
bright red.”
First-year GVSU head coach Tim Murray said compet
ing against top-level teams will force his squad to consis
tently play at a high level. Murray takes over a tight-knit
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Training day: A lacrosse player runs across the field in a past game. The team will play cross-town rivals Davenport University in St. Patty's Day match up.

team looking to avenge a few key close losses from last
season and to make a name for itself on a national stage by
competing against challenging teams.
“We really wanted to make a point to challenge our
selves and kind of prove ourselves against the best com
petition the nation has to offer,” Murray said. “One of the
things we’re trying to instill is - whether it be practice,
a scrimmage, a game, whatever the case is - we need to
make sure that we’re playing as well as we possibly can.
I think that putting together the schedule that we have is
really conducive to that message.”
Murray said he already feels like the team is a family.
Team chemistry gives activities a fun, competitive atmo-
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You get guys that can dance and
make stuff look pretty, and you
got guys that run around and just
knock each other's heads off/'
-Max Bielby
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Senior midfielder

sphere.
Senior Max Bielby, who was on the committee that
hired Murray, feels he is the right person to help guide the
team to further success.
“We had some really good candidates come in and in
terview for the job, but (Murray 1 definitely stood out as a
guy that had his game plan of what he wanted to do for our
team in every aspect of our program,” Bielby said. “Being
a club, the coach has to be involved with fundraising, re
cruiting when he can and all these different aspects. He had
a game plan for all those areas with our team, and those are
nice, but the biggest thing that he had is a passion for the
sport and the players that play the game.”
The Lakers will host a scrimmage against Trine Univer
sity at 10 a.m. on Saturday. The regular season kicks off
on at 7 p.m. Feb. 26 against Murray’s alma mater Butler
University.
Bielby said those who have not seen a lacrosse game at
Grand Valley are missing out on a unique sport.
“It’s a fast paced game, a lot like you see in hockey, but
the scoring is way more frequent,” he said. “You get a little
bit of everything. You get guys that can dance and make
stuff look pretty, and you got guys that run around and just
knock each other’s heads off.”
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Super Bowl XLV

Pig Skin Pick *Ems
Lanthorn sports writers share their picks for the big game
Greg Monahan

Zach Sepanik

GW. Sports Editor

QVL Staff Writer

Steelers 31, Packers 21

Packers 23, Steelers 21

It's not like I'm rooting for the shady Ben
Roethlisberger and the Steelers, but I think
they'll win easily. The Steelers defense is too fast
and will give Aaron Rodgers headaches all day.
MONAHAN

SEPANIK

Aaron Rodgers is the best QB at the moment
and the receiving corp is dynamite, led by WMU
man Greg Jennings. However, Dom Capers and
the defense, led by Clay Matthews, are the real
MVP at the moment. I'm going with who is hot
and that's the Packers.

Jon Adamy

Brady Fredericksen

CVL Staff Writer

GW. Staff Writer

Steelers 33, Packers 24

Steelers 21, Packers 17

Winning the Super Bowl has to do with
being focused on the game and not the hype
surrounding it. The Steelers have done this
ADAMY

before, while Green Bay will be adjusting to the
spotlight. Pittsburgh's big game experience will

The Packers have had a hard time closing
teams out all post season and that won't stop
FREDERICKSEN

on Sunday. If there's anyone you don't want to
give extra chances to it's Ben Roethlisberger
and his very underrated offense.

help them win a third ring in six years.

TRACK AND FIELD

Track and Field teams prepare for own version of Battle of the Valleys
Grand Valley, Saginaw Valley teams to raise money for charity before battling on the field in GV's first scored meet of the year
By Kevin VanAntwerpen
GW. Staff Writer
For those who thought the
annual Battle of the Valleys
between Grand Valley State
University and Saginaw Val
ley State University was long
over, the men’s and women’s
track and field teams have
news for you.
GVSU track and field has
been washing cars and col
lecting donations since last
September to raise money for
the Battle of the Valleys, a
competition of both track and
field and charity fundraising
to be held at Saginaw Valley
this Friday.
Much like the football
team’s version of Battle of the
Valleys, the competition pits
the Lakers against Saginaw
Valley before either team
even hits the track - both
teams attempt to raise money
for a charity of their choice
prior to the meet. On the day
of the match, the funds are
compared and the team with
the most money wins.
“I think it’s important to
make it this kind of competi
tion to show that we’re part of
the community,” said junior
pole vaulter Jocelyn Kuksa.
This year, the Lakers se-
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Keeping score
gives you more
incentive to
score. It's more
of a rivalry, more
of a competitive
spirit.,,

-Jocelyn Kuska
Junior pole vaulter

lected as their charity the
Make-A-Wish
Foundation,
an organization that grants
wishes to children with lifethreatening diseases..
It’s not just the Battle of
the Valleys trophy on the line
- Friday will be a competitive
event, Kuksa said. While the
Lakers have already partici
pated in five meets since the
start of the 2011 indoor track
and field season, the Battle of
the Valleys will be the first
scored meet of the new year.
“It’s just like a soccer
game or any other sport,”
Kuksa said. “Keeping score
gives you more incentive to
go out there and score. It’s
more of a rivalry, more of a
competitive spirit.”
At least one Laker is confi
dent that despite the introduc
tion of scoring, the meet does
not present much for the Lak
ers to worry about.
“We dominate the confer
ence a lot, so going against
Saginaw (Valley) isn’t that
big a deal,” said senior runner
Kayla Vallar. “But it’s still
fun - we like to get to know
the people in our conference,
and compete against the other
‘Valley.’ I’d say the guys have
more competition - there are
a lot of good guys on Sag
inaw’s team, so it’s probably
more fun for them.”
But pole vaulter Quinton
Dennis said not even the men
are that concerned.
“I think the men will still
win, but it will be a little
bit more of a challenge,”
he said. “Saginaw [Valley]
is getting stronger, but this
year, we have a lot of solid
returners with good marks
and very talented freshman
class. I don’t think it will be
easy, but I think we’ll win"

lawuintnerpen @ lanthorn x ont
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Cardinal meet: Senior vaulter Quinton Dennis gets some quick coaching while competing in the pole vault during the GLIAC Indoor Championships.
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THE DAY THA
BUT NOT REALLY
Feb. 3 marks a music
history tragedy but
not industry woes

,

By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor

For the music industry today, Feb. 3, stands out as the day
music lost three of her favorite sons and a day when posthu
mous record sales spike. Today is known as “The Day the
Music Died,” but the statement couldn’t be further from the
truth.
The year was 1959 and Buddy Holly, Richie Valens and J.P.
Richardson, better know as “The Big Bopper,” had just char
tered a flight to the next stop on their tour, “The Winter Dance
Party.” Tragically, they would never make it to the gig.
Holly, Valens, Richardson and their pilot were killed when
their plane went down not long after take off around 10 a.m.
52 years ago today. The wreckage of the plane, a Beech-craft
Bonanza 35 (V-Tail) was scattered along a 570-foot long trail
in a cornfield near Clear Lake, Iowa.
It was estimated that the plane hit the ground at roughly
170 mph, killing everyone on board instantly from what the
county coroner called “gross trauma” to the brain. Poor condi
tions and pilot error were ruled the cause of the crash in the
original investigation.
The most recent update to the case only reconfirmed the
initial conclusion. Richardson’s son had autopsy done on his
father’s remains in 2007. The body was found to show massive
fractures consistent with the case, though Richardson’s body
was found much further away from the others at the crash site.
A detail at first overlooked was the finding of Holly’s .22 cali
ber pistol amidst the debris. No evidence of accidental firearm
discharge was ever found.
Four days earlier, the three musicians were in a booth at
Al’s Meet & Eat restaurant in Tipton, Iowa where the only
news they would ever make there would be a short story in the
Tipton Advertiser two days later that read: Three Rock ‘N Roll
Performers Visit Here; Killed In Plane Crash.
The three artists all had recorded at top ten single when
their plane went down in an unassuming - now infamous little town in Iowa. Though brutal and unfortunate, the young
men who took rock and roll fever and spread it across the U.S.
have burned their legends into history in a flame of Glory.
Rock n Roll history is littered with the sad and untimely
deaths of young, promising talent and yet their posthumous
careers carry on, some likely bigger than the individual would
have ever realized if they had not met early death. Each year,
compilation albums, best of collections and a litany of other
memorabilia are produced in their names, which generate
loads of revenue for the music industry.
Clearly the artists no longer benefit from the sales. So who
does?
While Buddy Holly was alive, he produced three albums.
In the years after his death more than 49 albums were made
bearing his name and work. Valens recorded two albums while
alive and seven compilation albums have been released since
his death as well as numerous unofficial releases. The 1987
film “La Bamba,” which chronicled Valens’ rise to fame,
eventually went on to gross $52,270,820 over 12 weeks in the
US.
In his brief career. Holly only made approximately $60,000
in royalties. Today, memorabilia from his estate, such as one
of his guitars, fetched $242,000 in a 1991 auction. Gary Busey,
who played Holly in a 1978 bio film, was the purchaser.
While personal items of the dead stars continue to sell over
time with most of the profits collected by immediate family
or private collectors, their albums continue to sell as well and
give new meaning to the term “working stiff.”
With no direct artist to pay royalties to anymore, who stands
to gain from the continual purchase of these albums?
Record companies? Music rights holders? Movie studios?
Currently, Holly’s widow, Maria Elena Holly, owns the
rights to his name, trademarks and other intellectual property.
However, she does not own the rights to his music. Beatle Paul
McCartney, notorious for his song rights debacle with Michael
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La Bamba: Buddy Holly pe
plane crash on Feb. 3,1959
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Posthumous rock stars: Richie Valens (pictured)'s, Buddy Holly's and J.P. Richardson's record sales have soared since their deaths in a 1959 plane crash.

Jackson, owns Holly’s music rights.
According to Nielsen SoundScan, Holly has now sold more
than 1.5 million albums since 1991. Tupac, Johnny Cash, Elvis
Presley and Kurt Cobain have all sold more 20 million albums
since their deaths. Michael Jackson, who died in June 2009,
has sold 2.3 million albums.
Still, considering that living or dead artists continue to rake
in money with merchandise, re-mastered album releases and
now digital sales, the music industry continues to cite concern
over dipping record sales, even though industry revenue re
mains in the billions.
In 2009 the Recording Industry Association of America re
ported these figures:
-Digital formats comprised a record 41 percent of total mu
sic shipments in the U.S. This is an increase from 34 percent
in 2008, and 25 percent in 2007. The total digital music market
reached $3.1 billion in 2009.
-Distributions for digital performance rights, which include
payments to performers and copyright holders for web casting,
satellite radio, and other non-interactive digital music services,
increased 55 percent to $155 million in 2009.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Feb. 4

p.m. All tickets are $6 and
are available at the Louis
Armstrong Theatre Box
Office at 616-331-2300,
Startickets at 800-585-3737,
or at www.startickets.com.
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/theatre.

Theater at Grand Valley
presents ‘Wanda’s Visit’ &
‘Bye, Bye, Margarita’
Two one-act plays
directed and performed
by Grand Valley State
University students.
Performances are
Friday, Feb. 4,7:30 p.m.;
Saturday, Feb. 5,7:30
p.m.; and Sunday, Feb. 6,2

Feb. 7
Best Coast and Wavves with
No Joy at the Ladies Literary

‘ *

Club, downtown Grand
Rapids.
Sun, shenanigans and
surf rock come to the West
Michigan tundra. Tickets are
$20. Presented by Calvin
College.

Feb. 7
Beacons: An Exhibition of
Luminous Art
This exhibition embraces

winter’s darkness and
showcases the light that
artists can bring to bear
upon this often-bleak time
of year. Featuring over 30
artists. Beacons’ luminous
artwork showcases film
and video projections,
light installations, sound
installations, images and
objects. Noon to 10:00 p.m.
Location: Urban Institute
of Contemporary Arts 41
Sheldon Blvd. SE, Grand
Rapids

-Overall shipments of recorded music in the United States
fell 12 percent to $7.7 billion.
Seemingly, if digital shipments continue to rise in coming
years the annual revenue from those shares will begin to make
up the difference in the drop of physical shares.
RIAA claims R1AA members create, manufacture and/or
distribute approximately 85% of all legitimate recorded music
produced and sold in the U.S.
In 1959, claiming Feb. 3 “The Day the Music Died” like
ly captured the sadness in the hearts of music lovers, but it
stopped there. More people than ever are continually exposed
to music as it compromises a large part of any culture and the
music industry continually reports billion dollar years. The
music industry is clearly not dead or even dying, unlike Holly,
Valens, Richardson and the numerous eternal legends whose
music persists today.

arts @ lanthorn .com

Feb. 9
Spotlight Productions
presents: Plastic Muzik
Unique sound utilizing
“boomwhacker” instruments
takes popular songs and
twists them. Plastic Muzik
incorporates carefully
choreographed movement,
musical improvisation,
audience participation,
on-stage interaction, and
performer personality into a
show that is sure to stimulate
the senses. This event is free

of charge.
Location: Grand River
Room in the Kirkof Center,
9 p.m.

Feb. 11
Spotlight Productions
presents: Last Laker Standing
semi-finals.
Campus-wide comedy
competition with $1000
dollars worth of prizes
Location: 9 p.m.- 11 p.m.
in the Grand River Room in
the Kirkhof Center
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Announcements

Employment

GVSU make Lake Michigan
Credit Union your bank. With
4% Max Checking and 5
ATMs on campus it’s the
best for GVSU.

Work on Mackinac Island.
Make lifelong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are looking for
help in all areas this summer:
Front Desk, Bell Staff, Wait
Staff, Sales Clerks, Kitchen,
Baristas. Housing, bonus,
and discounted meals. (906)
847-7196. www.theislandhouse.com

No spring break plans? Make
planning
easy
at
Lanthorn.com. Click the
“Travel” tab and check on
prices to the best spring
break destinations with only
a
few
clicks,
www. lanthorn .com
True North Campus Ministry
helping students discover
God’s call in college, career,
and life. Bible study, discus
sion groups, service. Learn
more at www.truenorthonline.org
Want GVSU news now? The
Lanthorn has it covered. Visit
our website, Facebook, You
Tube, or Twitter for the latest
GVSU campus and sports
news, www.lanthorn.com

Services
Jimmy Johns delivers 7 days
a week! 616-892-2000
University Bookstore. Shop
online anytime with the Uni
versity
Bookstore.
www.ubs.gvsu.edu

________ Wanted________
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.

For Sale
New professional Sont Fx7
(1080 HD). Selling with two
addtional lens (wide and fish
eye), 10 ft fire wire cord, sony
flash card for camera, wide
screen for onboard mic and
ND filter. Asking $2200 for
everything. Please email if
interested
ledforal@mail.gvsu.edu! I can
send pictures!

Housing
An easy going Christian Male
and business student looking
for another male to room
with for the Spring/Summer
and/or Fall 2011. I have a
two bedroom, one bath
apartment in Apple Ridge
Apartments on Lake Michi
gan Drive, near Walker Fire
Station/Park n Ride. Fea
tures: apartment is furnished
except for the room to rent,
free parking, pool, and all
utilities included (even inter
net) except electricity ($30).
Rent is $310/person/month,
plus electricity. Great deal,
nice location. Non-smokers
preferred. Email Nick at
cousinon@mail.qvsu.edu.

Grand Valley’s best kept
deal. University Townhomes
& Apartments guarantees the
lowest price per person. En
joy a quiet atmosphere with a
variety of home styles to
choose from less than 2
miles from campus. Call Tim
today 616-477-5511
Hey Ladies! I am looking for
one female roommate to take
over my lease at Boltwood
Apartments! Large spacious
bedrooms with two closets,
large bathroom with 2 sinks,
bus stop right out front of the
building! Rent is $357/month
plus utilities. Contact me at
269-313-0126
or
kreggk@mail.gvsu.edu
Livin’ Large. Copper Beech
townhomes and apartments
have up to 2000 ft of square
space. Enjoy golden stan
dards with a copper price.
Call 616-895-2900 or visit
www.copperbeechtownhomes.com
Lofts 45 offers 1 & 2 bed
room lofts with 1 to 12 month
lease terms. We are formerly
known as Heritage Towne
Square. 6101 Lake Michigan
Drive. 616-895-2500
New digs at Loft 45. 1&2
bedroom lofts. 10-12 month
lease terms. Find yourself
here! www.heritagetownesquare.com.
616-895-2500
48 West is now leasing for
Fall 2011. Rates start as low
a $395 per month and there
are 1,2 and 4 bedroom units.
616-895-2400
www.48west.com

Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 A lot
6 Bungle
10 Makes a
touchdown
16 Hen's hubby
19 Deck type
20 Ford or Grey
21 Frolic
22 Poster
abbr.
23 Start of a
remark by
Jack
Simmons
26 Distant
27 Expensive
appetizer
28 Common
contraction
29 Charon's
river
30 Wallach or
Whitney
31 Moore of
“G.l. Jane*
34 Wnter
Paretsky
37 Actor
Tremayne
40 Hangs tinsel
42 Command
to Fido
45 Cries like a
baby
48 Part 2 of
remark
53 React to a
pun
54 Enthusiast
55 “Dallas"
matriarch
56 Lummoxlike
58 Had a
hankering
60 Mister, in

2

'

3

Munich
62 Architect's
add-on
63 Harness
part
64 Radio and
TV
65 Duncan's
denial
66
a Song
Go Out of
My Heart"
('38 tune)
69 — Bank.
NJ
70 Part 3 of
remark
75 HSTs
successor
78 On the briny
79 Service
charge
80 Disconcert
84 Cubist
Rubik?
86 Business
abbr
88 Starchy
tuber
90 Moved like
a mouse
92 — del Sol
94 Teatime
treat
96 Tachometer
meas.
98 Lawn
ornament
99 Part 4 of
remark
103 Lots of
laughter
104 JFK lander
105 Intense
106 Vane letters
107 Tend the

4

5

16

g

DOWN
1 Fountain
order
2 Nursery
furniture
3 Alan of
“California
Suite"
4 Holmes’
creator
5 Reel
6 Take off
7 Tyler or
Ullmann
8 Colorado
native
9 Saloon

7

n

8

20

19
24

23

40
49

48

True North Campus Ministry
helping students discover
God’s call in college, career,
and life. Bible study, discus
sion groups, and service.
Learn more at www.truenorthonline.org.

58

12

G

14

13

32

J
34

33
42

43

44

54
59

26

36

35
145

52

51

50

18

22

21

41

17

15

128

31

53

11

10

Avalon hit
93 Qualified
95 Squirrel's
49 Card
snack
collection
50 Silverware
97“The ATeam"
city
actor
51 From
100 Manipulate
now on
101 Toque or
52 Opening
tarn
remark?
102 Hotelier
57 Wrap up
Helmsley
59 Place to
antificate
108 Salivate
nrefined
109 Silly Caesar
67 “Gracious111 Basketball's
Elvin
me!"
112 Paint
68 Trinidad’s
neighbor
pigment
71 Voltaire, for 113 “AM That—*
one
(’79 film)
72 Reagan and 114 Toast
topper
Wilson
115 Prong
73 Teachers’
org
117 Eye appre
74 O’Hara’s
ciatively
“From the
118 Flatfish
119 Before long
75 Cal.
120 Engrave
page
121 Mood
76 Sag
122 Kuwaiti
ruler
77 Follow
81 "New
123 Poor grades
Yorker"
125 Zipper part
cartoonist
126 — -Locka,
82 Tend a fire
FL
127 Form of
83 Macho
comm.
types
128 Mine find
85 Canada’s
129 Incite
capital
Rover
87 Dovecote
sounds
89 Soporific
substance
91 With
31 Down,
'58 Frankie
Little —*

C57 hit)

25

27

Opportunities

10 Trauma
aftermath
11 Spelunker’s
spot
12 It bakes the
cake
13 Alex Haley
book
14 Directional
suffix
16 Sault —
Marie, Ml
16 27th
president
17 All right
18 Chico or
Karl
24 Textbook
headings
25 "Bali —
29 Finn’s friend
31 See
91 Down
32 Distinguished
33 Flavor
enhancer:
abbr.
35 Honest
name
36 Durban
dough
37 Word form
for “study"
38 — Zimbalist,
Jr.
39 Rock's —
Poneys
41 Ring official
42 Missouri
airport abbr.
43 Presque —,
ME
44 Dimly
illuminated
46 Solitary sort
47 “Wake Up

garden
109 Pipe part
110 Cry of
discovery
113 Spanish
dance
116 Allen's
artner
assed into
law
124 — Baba
125 End of
remark
130 —
Buddhism
131 Lunar
spacecraft
132 Skater
Heiden
133 Kovacs or
Pyle
134 Actress
Caldwell
135 Scrimshaw
material
136 Mr Walesa
137 Cassandra
and Merlin

MANEtVbR1
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124
130
134
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Linda Thistle

GO FIGURE!
The idea of Go Figure is to arrive
at the figures given at the bot
tom and right-hand columns of
the diagram by following the
arithmetic signs in the order
they are given (that is, from left
to right and top to bottom). Use
only the numbers below the
diagram to complete its blank
squares and use each of the
nine numbers only once.
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DIFFICULTY: ★
1

★ Moderate ★ ★ Difficult
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Mother Nature in mind
Student exhibition 'Landed'
challenges formal landscapes
By Rebekah Young
GVL Staff Writer

For many patrons and producers of
art, landscapes are a traditional and es
sential niche. But for the 15 artists be
hind Grand Valley State University’s
“Landed” student exhibition, the tradi
tional form of landscape is in need of
change.
Senior painting student Jessi Essian, who helped organize the exhibit
and selected its landscape theme, said
people tend to have traditional images
of what landscape art should look like.
Landscapes often portray distant views
of open fields, rustic forests or breezy
beach scenes, among other idyllic vis
tas.
“We tend to put this type of art into
a box and think a landscape is supposed
to look a certain way,” Essian said.
“Landed,” the collaborative student
show that runs until 6 p.m. tonight,
aims to offer different ways of viewing
the land, she said. Fifteen artists offer
unique perspectives of land and envi
ronment through the use of various ma
terials and methods. The exhibit, held
in the Padnos Student Gallery in the
Calder Art Center, showcases student
artists’ prints, paintings, sculptures and
more.
“A lot of people may not understand
abstract art because it is not all in front
of you,” said senior printmaker Amanda
Wieczorek, whose untitled steel plate
etching is featured in the show. “With
traditional landscape, it is very recog
nizable. It’s good to break free of what

//

We tend to put art
into a box and think a
landscape is supposed
to look a certain way/7
-Jessi Essian
GVSU senior

we’re used to seeing. We use our imagi
nation a little more.”
Student gallery assistant Rachel
Kauff, a senior printmaker who also
helped run the exhibit, said traditional
landscapes tend to depict land as prop
erty to lend humans a sense of control.
“We start to only see land as a re
source for our use and not as something
sustaining us,” Kauff said. “Stepping
away from that allows us to see land
through actual experience. This is an
interesting way to challenge what we
think about visual depictions of land.”
To break traditional thinking, se
nior Krista Awad’s exhibit oil painting,
“Honeycomb Intestines,” transforms
the human body into a landscape by il
lustrating how it functions as its own
environment.
“Just because a tree looks like that
doesn’t mean it always has to look
that way,” said Awad, who specializes
in abstract landscapes. “Humans have
creative minds. We are the only species
with imagination. It needs to be shown
that this is what imagination is capable
of.”
In addition to stretching viewers’
imaginations, Essian said the exhibit
is meant to reconnect people with their
surrounding environments.
“People can still hold that meaning
ful relationship, if they take the time,”
she said. “This show is a reminder of
the experiences and relationships we
can have with land.”
Brian Westrick, a senior with an
emphasis in ceramics, said landscapes
have prevailed in art forms because
they make viewers realize their perspec
tive in relation to nature. His ceramics
exhibit piece, “Graces,” is a wearable
work of art that aims to show the power
of nature to influence human actions
and emotions.
And in an age of increasing devel
opment and pollution, Westrick said
exposure to such nature-based art will
continue to impact the contemporary
world.
“I believe that it is always important
to know where and how you relate to
your environment,” he said. “People
need to recognize the natural beauty of
the land and look to preserve it.”

ryoung @ lanthorn .com
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Unnatural landscapes: Students peruse the Landed exhibit held in the Padnos Student Gallery in the Calder Art Center.
The collaborative show features work from 15 students who tackled landscapes with a fresh perspective.

GVL

Rebekah Young

Outside the box: Freshman Samantha Stevens engages with "Vortex," by student artist Julia Victor, at the "Landed" exhibit.

GV student tackles physical
disabilities with theater
New class teaches art of stage to students
in GR Public Schools Oral/Deaf Program
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer
Courtesy photo / grandrapidsmoves.com

Theatricality: Shawnee Park (pictured) in Grand Rapids, Mich., hosts the Grand Rapids Public Schools Oral/Deaf
Program. GVSU student Emma Carlton works with the program, teaching students to write and act out plays.

tab at www.lanthorn.com

Sometimes, the arts have the chance to truly
transcend everything, even sensory loss. In the
case of a special theater and play writing class be
ing taught by Grand Valley State University stu
dent Emma Carlton, teenagers are learning how to
use theater to overcome physical disabilities.
In conjunction with VSA Michigan, the state
organization on arts and disability, Carlton is cur
rently co-teaching a class for deaf teenagers with
cochlear implants from Grand Rapids Public
Schools Oral/Deaf Program.
“It’s a group of 11 teenagers who all have had
profound hearing loss, but since gaining cochlear
implants, are considered ‘recent hearers,”’ Carlton
said. “I got involved after a teacher asked me if I
was interested, and jumped at the chance. I have a
strong interest in teaching writing in the future, so
an opportunity to be involved in that before fin
ishing my undergrad degree definitely appealed to
me.”
Along with Carlton, GVSU professor Aus
tin Bunn, Hope theater professor Jean Bahle and
VSA member Michele Suchovsky have also
been involved with the class. Suchovsky teaches
the class with Chris Grooms from Circle Theatre
Grand Rapids.
“The class is a really fantastic project,” she
said. “The student base is multi-cultural and takes
place every week, once a week, during the winter
semester.”
Dreams are the theme of this year’s project,
something that Suchovsky said she is really ex
cited to see discussed.
“It will just be dreams generally, but that in and
of itself is a fantastic topic for this group to fur
ther talk about,” she said. “As a larger curriculum
goal, the kids arc setting goals for their life and
dreaming about what they want to achieve and
creating the steps that they need ami what difficul
ties/obstacles they will have to face and overcome
to achieve those dreams.”
Within the course, students will read and write
scripts among other things.
“There is a lot going on this semester," Car

//
lton said. “The
students start by
It will just be
reading scripts and
dreams gener
understanding the
concept behind not
ally, but that in
only writing, but
acting for a play.
and of itself is a
They will write
fantastic topic for
scripts,
practice
plays with the ul
this group to fur
timate goal of each
ther talk about/7
student perform
ing their play with
-Michele Suchovsky
local actors.”
These students,
who have become
known as the “Cool Cats,” will also begin read
ing aloud and will learn breathing rhythms, voice
range and control during the course.
Made possible through support from the Grand
Rapids Community Foundation’s Good School's
grants program and the Arts Education grant pro
gram of the Arts Council of Greater Grand Rapids,
those behind this course find a deep importance in
promoting the arts.
"I think arts education in general is really im
portant, but I especially love what we’re doing
here," Carlton said. “First of all, none of these kids
had ever heard of theater or a play before. When
we first met them and brought up the idea of the
ater, they thought we were talking about movies.
So we re showing them a whole world they didn't
know existed, which I think is worth it all by it
self.”
She also believes this will effect these students
on a much more broad level.
“On a technical level, I think both the breath
ing and vocal exercises you learn in theater classes
and the writing experience they’ll get from trying
their hands at playwriting will help them leam to
communicate better," she said. “Theater is an es
sential part of education, especially for kids with
disabilities. Theater’s silly, it’s expressive, it’s a
little ridiculous at times, and for kids to be not only
allowed but encouraged to be like that in a spe
cific. organized setting lets them feel a little better
about who they are: kids.”
jbrunsting (2> lanthorn xom

